SCHOOLOF MOON
Performance for a groupe of children recruit in situ, 6 robots humanoids and 2 dancers
School of Moon is a metaphor for a new world colonized by miniature bodies, evocating a post humanity in awakening. This celebration of a micro-society on building, between robotics and a iconographic dance inpired by
Pieta of Michelangelo, questions our the representation of childhood, fascination for artificial, and empathy for
human body dancing.
Three scenic sequence inspired by “tableaux vivants” evokes a evolution of body’s representation on art disturbing our perception of the human and non-human. School of moon searchs a mystic of body on fusion between its
past and future representations.
Eric Minh Cuong choreographer Castaing use technologies like a structure of perception for the audience, questioning notions such dual reality and fiction, the artificial and the organic. Eric MCC meeting scientific Sakka
Sophie (CNRS-IRCCyN) leading with passion for years research on humanoid robots and develop their ability to
imitate human movement.
---- Video link : https://vimeo.com/149653064
conception, chorégraphy Eric Minh Cuong Castaing on collaboration with the dancers Ana Pi,
Gaétan Brun Picard, assistant choregraphe / robotic Poppy Thomas Peyruse / robotic Nao Aurélien Conil
robotic animation Cypria Donato / music Grégoire Simon & Alexandre Bouvier / digital device Alexandre Bouvier / light Sébastien Lefèvre / scénography Grégoire Faucheux /dramaturgy Céleste Germe / artistic collaboration Pauline Simon, Béatrice Mille, Alessandro Scarrioni / make up Emilie Bach, Eric Minh Cuong Castaing
administration/production Gilles Rondot
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POST-HUMANITY BECOMING
Three scenic paintings inspired tableaux vivants*
deploy this double drama of the community and its
image, disturbing our perception of the human and
non-human. School of moon is a mystic of body fusion
between its past and future representations.
---- The early era (human):
+ A dark space, covered in black velvet, hints of small
low-light body, entering in unison. These organic and
moving together, “these shadows moving in the cave”
slowly form compositions that our eye of the viewer,
like a newborn, barely perceive and read.
+ A black canvas 5 meters wide emerges from the
ground to the bottom of the plate and children, huddled in small groups face it, draw a giant skinned, from
top to bottom, as and as the curtain rises to the grill. A
rock painting first and then it looks like the image takes
shape by the animated gestures of children, little by little, line by line, like a huge living printer.
+ For a video mapping method, ** the flayed becomes
texture, appearing under the effect of pulsing the spatialized sound through the body. Certain anatomical
parts are disproportionnent and multiply, becoming
spots, geometric shapes, symmetrical to compose an
esoteric mapping inspired by the work of artist Lubos
gross plný ***. This video mapping creates chemistry
gaze contained a form of evolution of the grip of science on the body, dissecting the diffracting the sub dividing until obtaining an experimental material made
of light video, moving, physical, almost alive.
---- The posthuman era (hybrid):
+ In a space now white, bright, ascetic, small humanoid
robots 58 cm fixed and watchful eyes meet on stage
children. They create Move inspired by Sculpture and
painting of Pieta from Michelangelo, they dance, seem
to learn from each other by disturbing ritual mimesis.
Their dialogue creates a Unheimlich, an uncanny: robots could be the children’s children.
+ A community takes shape, hierarchies move. Sometimes children lead the way, emancipate time representation for the benefit of daily games. From their
whispers, among them, as a sign language shared
mobilizing their whole body, a strange dance contact
mixing metal and childish flesh, a great body formed
half-man half-machine. Their compositions - totems,
circles, squares, crossed the floor in relation to an imaginary architecture - are also taking a territory relativizing the innocence of this “playground”. These organizations are punctuated by spontaneous flashes,
individual agitations, daily vibrations that are tiny revolutions tension between metric ritual in weightlessness
and a vibrant school yard, between the evocative power of their imaginations and return to real, their ability
to adhere to this time.
+ In this resized democracy, two dancers - Gaétan
Picard Brown and Ana Pi -appear such advisers, porters, guides this ambiguous organization. They mimic
the gestures kneeling children accompany their manipulations or transmit gently, and a certain distance,
poetic statements like: “Imagine that your background
skeleton as a warm, thick liquid” (a visualization exercise we call mini Butoh). Children embody this material
at their own pace and bubbles interiorities, child soli-

tudes, appear on the scene, punctuated by lower tray
tempo.
+ There are also moments of light, where every living
freezes in his interiority. While the choreography robots only make up a mobile and an empty moonscape
whitening stage.
---- The non-human era (metaphysics):
+ Gradually, the room emptied of human bodies. Children greet and leave the dancer Ana Pi seems inert.
The robots begin a strange choreography made of falls,
accidents, marches drawing space. By this gesture of
repetitive and plastic automation, robots appear less
human we, returning to their original state: scheduled
and non-living matter. Space becomes installation,
phenomenological robotics.
+ Finally, the robots on stage bring an air gun and settled against the back wall - quote from war or remake
**** cannon Anish Kapoor ***** -. The shot does not
happen. Robots have tried to make art, artificial blip of
a representation of the human.
POST-HUMANITY IN CREATION
* The principle of the “tableau vivant”that remake an
image, is an iconic painting is based on the reaction
vation of a work of collective memory and the pleasure of seeing this work to build. see article Peter Friedl,
Tableau vivant as questioning - Ligeia 117-Jul-Dec 2012:
http: //revue-ligeia.com/contenu. php? id = 37
** Gross Czech artist born in 1961 working on the anatomical drawing: http://www.officielleartfair.com/Artiste-Of- ficial / plný-189583
*** The video mapping is a technique for projecting
videos on volumes playing with the relief. Whether
on a basketball court, a car or a cathedral, projection
plays on the optical illusion between real relief and its
second virtual skin. It increases and sublime object or
architecture that éclaire.4: http://fr.wikipedia.org/ wiki
/ Mapping_vidéo
**** Cf the book “The manipulation of images in
contemporary art” by Catherine Grenier: https: //
unmondemoderne.wordpress.com/2015/01/12/
la-manipulation-des-images-dans-lart-contempo rain-de-catherine-grenier/
***** In the installation Shooting on the corner of
artist Anish Kapoor, a cannon sends compressed air
red dough block on the corner of the wall: successive
shots stains accumulating and “increasing” the work .
The shot is triggered by the unpredictable arrival of a
human involved in a form of ritual http://anishkapoor.
com/583/ Shooting-Into-the-Corners.html

POST-HUMANITÉ EN CRÉATION
Trois ères, inspirés des tableaux vivants*, déploient
cette double dramaturgie de la communauté et de
son image, troublant notre perception de l’humain et
du non-humain. School of moon est une mystique du
corps fusionné à ses représentations, passées et futures.

---- L’ère primitive (humaine) :

+ Un espace obscur, traversé d’éclairs de laser et dont
le sol est recouvert de plastique polyamide noir, laisse
deviner de petits corps faiblement éclairés, qui executent des figures de la compassion inspirés des Pietas, à l’unisson, puis ces enfants courent et executent
des jeux quotidiens habités d’états de corps archaiques
telle une cour d’école crépusculaire. Ces ensembles organiques et mouvants, « ces ombres qui évoluent dans
la grotte » forment lentement des compositions que
notre oeil de spectateur, comme celui d’un nouveau né,
peine à percevoir et à lire.

---- L’ère posthumaine (hybride) :

+ Dans un espace désormais blanc, lumineux, ascétique, de petits robots humanoïdes de 58 cm au regard
fixe et attentif rejoignent sur scène les enfants. ils
dansent, semblent apprendre les uns des autres par de
troublantes mimèsis. Leur dialogue crée une unheimlich, une inquiétante étrangeté : les robots pourraient
être les enfants des enfants.
+ Une communauté prend forme, les hiérarchies se

déplacent : Les enfants dansent une ronde répétitive
à partir de gestes numériques tel une boite à musique,
puis les robots font des figures que les enfants imitent,
réoganisant l’espace : un rituel métrique tendu en apesanteur.
+ Dans cette démocratie redimensionnée, deux danseurs - Gaétan Brun Picard et Ana Pi -apparaissent tels
des conseillers, des porteurs, les guides de cette organisation ambiguë. Ils miment à genoux les gestes des
enfants.
+ Il y a aussi des moments de lumière, où chaque être
vivant se fige dans son intériorité́. Alors les chorégraphies des robots composent seules un paysage mobile
et lunaire dans un vide blanchissant la scène.

---- L’ère non-humaine (métaphysique) :

+ Peu à peu, la pièce se vide de corps humains. Les enfants et danseurs sortent, la danseuse Ana Pi tournent,
se déplaçant sur toute la scène. Les robots entament
une chorégraphie étrange faite de chutes, d’accidents,
de marches dessinant l’espace. Par cette gestuelle d’automation répétitive et plastique, les robots nous apparaissent moins humain, revenant à leur état d’origine :
une matière non vivante et programmée.
Il n’y a pas de salut,e comme si le spectacle ne s’arrêtera
qu’ à la fin des batteries des robots, sans retour de l’humain donc : L’espace devient installation, phénoménologie de la robotique.
Les robots ont essayé de faire de l’art, artificiel soubresaut d’une représentation de l’humain.

* Le principe du tableau vivant donc des corps qui refont une image, est un tableau iconique qui repose sur la réactivation d’une oeuvre de la mémoire collective et le plaisir de voir cette oeuvre se construire. cf article Peter Friedl,
Le tableau vivant comme questionnement - LIGEIA n°117-Juillet-décembre 2012 :http://revue-ligeia.com/contenu.
php?id=37
** cf l’ouvrage “La manipulation des images dans l’art contemporain” de Catherine Grenier : https://unmondemoderne.wordpress.com/2015/01/12/la-manipulation-des-images-dans-lart-contemporain-de-catherine-grenier/

COMMUNITY & CHILDREN’S INTERIORITY
PRECEPT
«Working on a group of children, it is an attempt to manipulate mass and a cloud, a group of individuals and developing. Working on a group of children, it is away from
the stage starting with any representation in favor of a
pure presence, the real import. See the move.
Trying to handle. With children, I do not want a pure
technical approach of ballet, teach them to do this or
that. I want to put everything in place before the necessary conditions for what they may appear. What they
are and what they carry, almost despite themselves. A
presence but also a present. Children are in the here and
now. This is our world today, one that is built right now
they bring with them.» (E. Minh Cuong Castaing).
TEACHING EXPERIENCE
School of Moon is a continuation of our work with
children around the notions of community & interiority, especially implemented in the context of our previous creation, lil’dragon (2013), which allowed more
than 200 children to dance on stage, in France and in
Europe. But also the realization of short film Kid birds
(2014), inspired by the play Beach Birds by Merce Cunningham, created for newcomers allophone children of
the Benezet primary school in France, in partnership
with the CDC Toulouse.
For 2 years, Shonen is in residence-mission in primary
schools with les Rencontres chorégraphiques internationales de Seine- Saint-Denis.
But the new choreography School of Moon is particularly enriched by the presence of the Nao robots, in
partnership with the Institute of Communication Research and Cybernetics of Nantes.
PROCESS
As part of School of Moon, a dozen of children aged 8
to 10 years is recruited on each place where the piece is
performing. In partnership with an educational institution or a dance school.
Upstream from the first date of the show, the company
needs two weeks divided into two periods (one week
before the month of the representation, plus a week
before the big day). Preparation workshops, conducted by members of the company with the children,
address the following points :
- Awareness of movement in time and space of the
stage (staring at one point, and slow relaxation of the
body, different heights, occupation of empty space,
the space between self and other ...)
- Listening to the other group in space (as the crow flies
in groups, conductor ..)
- Dance touch and range between children, two dancers and robots

- Educational robotics: how engines allow the robot to
move? What is the robot as part of scientific and medical research (for the disabled, for example)?
- Learning short contemporary dance choreography
(gestures akin to sign language training - circle, square
... -)
- Work from Butoh techniques (mini-butoh): development of an imaginary associated with this gesture for
different qualities and states of body-matter (the body
bottom as a thick liquid, your skeleton becomes desiccated mummy ...)
- Learning to conduct triggered by light signals of different colors placed in front of the scene, invisible to the
public.
Finally, a training package is assigned to the leader or
teacher in charge of class to continue awareness. This
kit contains the basics of contemporary dance videos
and teaching aids (eg, shop drawings and calligraphy
danced around with photos movement: Wildlife Nijinsky, the argentina Kazuo Ohno, the animatics Eadweard Muynbridge ... )
ON TOUR
For each representation, a dozen children aged 6 to 10
years (CE2-CM2) is recruited on the place of the representation in partnership with an educational institution
or a dance school.
Before the day of the performance, the company needs
two weeks divided into two periods:
1 week, more than a month before the representation
1 week before the performance
————————————————————————
Sample schedule of repetitions:
J- 1 Month 1 first week of workshops with children and
their educational leader with a Nao robot
The training package is left to the teacher.
J-5-6: Arrive early choreographer + 4-5 hours of rehearsals with the kids (not necessarily on stage) in a space
of 10 x 10 gym, repeat with 5 + 1 Nao robots robotics
technician.
J-2: Arrival of 2 dancers
J-1: arrival of two light and sound technicians
+ assembly
+ Spinning on stage with children
D-Day:
- Morning dress rehearsal conditions show
- Afternoon or evening show with children

ARTISTIC COMMITMENTS OF THE COMPANY
As part of a global and highly connected urban
contemporaneity, Shonen questions the body
and dance in their multiplicity, crossing stage
technology and choreographic practices.

METAMORPHOSES
WIDE WEB

&

WORLD

The choreography of Shonen, founded in 2007 by
Eric Minh Cuong Castaing, associate the actual
dances - Japanese Butoh, contemporary and urban dance - to rub the otherness of the current
body.
Besides various contemporary dance techniques
(contact, dissociation, released composition in
real time ...), Butoh dance - “dance of darkness”
born in Japan in response to Hiroshima - is a central practice for the company. This uses technique
of visualisation :
“If you want to interpret a flower, you can mimic it,
and it will be the flower of everyone, trivial, irrelevant. By cons, if you place the beauty of the flower
and the emotions it evokes in your dead body, the
flower you will create will be real and unique. And
the public will be moved “
(Kazuo Ohno Butoh choreographer - 1906-2010).
This allows the interpreters to access to their
interior landscape, revealing different layers of
movement / otherness (possible metamorphoses) emerging from their own choreographic culture.
Shonen also feeds urban dance (Krump, Popp’in,
Waacking ...), as globalized references, moved
from their original aesthetic. In the next duo
Phoenix, Waacking – a gay dance appeared in
the 1970s Los Angeles’ clubs and reappeared on
the Net - is a repetitive and continuous gestures,
reflecting a duel both transgender, cathartic and
hypnotic.
Other specific processes have sharpened over the
creations. This is the case of the “mimesis”, based
on listening and used as practice composition
including the meeting between the two in the

manufacture of writing itself. This listening work
responds to specific rules, a dancer “imitates” the
dance of another, alternating.
But this imitation is not a reproduction of the
same, it creates another “same”, so another and
thus their in-between, the space between the difference. If in this mimetic report, differences are
widening, otherness unfolds and creates shock,
imitation also connects the two dancers and a
larger set is a coordinated communing with the
space agency.

THE AMATEUR BODY: PRESENCE,
IMPREGNATION & TRANSMISSION
Also exploring the amateur body - Children
(lil’dragon, 2013), a bodybuilder (Minotauromachism, 2014-2015), a Native American community
(research cross residence France - Quebec, 2014)
– the compagny focuses on presences, sensitive
body where the real is curled, small and unsteady,
but intractable in the space of the representation.
Often, otherness, bringing together the virtuosity and different practices, meet around flagship
notions for the company: the transmission, impregnation and self-projection ...
This question was exciting, especially in the context of lil’dragon (2013), where groups of children faced a former ballet star of Cambodia. In
contrast to the iconography of the dance star of
the Khmer memory, we worked with children’s
groups starting away from any representation in
favor of a pure presence, the real import. See the
move. Trying to handle.`
“With the children, I do not wish to teach a technical ballet, to teach them to do this or that. I want to
put in place the necessary conditions for what they
may appear. What they are and what they carry, almost despite themselves. Presence, but also
present. This is our world today, one that is built
in time they take with them ...” (E. Minh Cuong
Castaing).
This project has enabled more than 200 children
to dance on stage, in France and in Europe.

NEW TECHNOLOGIES /
METAPHYSICS CURRENT BODY

other. The image is an extension of the dance, a
trace, a mark or otherwise anticipate a path.

Since its inception in 2007, Shonen mix the
two practices choreographer Eric Minh Cuong
Castaing, also creator of graduate school Gobelins, dance and image animation, through the use
of new technologies on stage. Silhouette detection by infrared projection video and animation
drawings, “texturing” of space and body mapping video ...

The use of new technologies and to move the
viewer. They also allow to query - hollow - the
current body in its contemporaneity marked by
the image, the mass media, augmented reality ...
It is a kind of metaphysical current body.

Interpreters and digital images come together
in the same material made of shadows and light
pixelated, liquid and flesh. On stage, the symmetries can be strengthened, depth levels modulated the fore or to the bottom: the representation
of reality to the scene found itself manipulated.
This work of composition between the body and
the image makes it necessary for video work in
“real time” during the performance. This keeps
the unspeakable vibration interpreter, organic
subtleties of movement. The possibility even in
the creation process does not “freeze” the choreography appointment rhythm with the video.
Image and interpreters and practice the same
space, the same story building. They meet the

Kaiju (2011), for example, addressed the impregnation and the return of uninterrupted images
flow through this contemporary body. School of
moon (2015-2016) imagines the cohabitation of
the robotic body and the human body in a pagan
community dance.
With Phoenix (2015-2016), the question shall be
referred to the public: “What remains, what is
printed in the retina of the viewer? The body or
the image? Dance or icon? “The body, dance,
stage, the viewer become sensitive surfaces,
the sine qua non to the advent of visual and globalized world relied on the plateau.

SUPPORT & PRICE
Shonen received a number of awards:
Choreographic award-SACD Beaumarchais, Lagardère Foundation, Price dance & new Technologies
Office Franco-Québécois for childhoot, Price SCAM “brouillon de rêve numérique”, Synodal dance
Price.
For th project Kid Birds, Shonen received the 1st prize for artistic and cultural Audace issued by the
Ministry of National Education and the Ministry of Culture and Communication in partnership with the
Culture & Diversity Foundation.
Shonen is supported by public french institution(aid to projects -Dance Drac Ile de France, DICREAM
CNC - Ministry of Culture) and also the Fondation de France (childhood and Culture project).
Eric Minh Cuong Castaing joined the Modul-dance choreography European network in 2012.
In 2012-2013, Eric MCC was associated with artist Essonne festvial Dance 2013.
In 2013-2014, in residence with the center of contemporary art Rurart ..
In 2013-2015, is in residence Shonen mission Bagnolet (conservatory, school, community centers, elementary school) with les Rencontres chorégraphiques internationales de Seine- Saint-Denis.

TECHNICAL
Shonen company has its own digital device (3 projectors, infrared cameras, connectors, robotics ...)
and the lights’s requests are minimal.

TEAM
Eric Minh Cuong Castaing choreographer (Paris)
First creator animation (graduate School image The Gobelins), Eric Mcc co-directed the short film Migration Bigoudenn, winning honors for Jury Syggraph in Los Angeles, Canal + Award for E-magicians
and Electronica in Vienna in 2004. Discovering urban dance in 1997, he met with various contemporary
dance workshops then the practice of Butoh dance (Carlotta Ideka and Gyohei Zaitsu). In 2011, he dances for the show “Ich sah: Das Lamm auf dem Berg Zion, OFFB. 14.1 “of the plastic NEUERTANZ choreographer Wolfl Va. After a result of humanitarian and educational projects in Senegal and Vietnam, he
created the company SHONEN in 2007.
Eric MCC joined the Modul-dance choreography European network in 2012.
In 2012-2013, Eric MCC was associated with artist Essonne festival Dance 2013. In 2013-2014, in residence with the center of contemporary art Rurart . In 2013-2015, is in residence Shonen mission Bagnolet (conservatory, school, community centers, elementary school) with les Rencontres chorégraphiques
internationales de Seine- Saint-Denis. Eric Mcc collaborated with Alessandro Scarrioni the piece Aurora,
working with blind practicing Goalboal. in 2014, Eric MCC invited to give workshop on Live art Camp in
arts house on Melbourne and in crossed residency with Circuit -Est on Montréal.
Eric Mcc received differents prices :Choreographic award-SACD Beaumarchais in 2014, Digital
Lagardère Foundation, Price dance & new Technologies Office Franco-Québécois for childhood, Price
SCAM “brouillon de rêve numérique”, festival Synodal dancePrice. For the project Kid Birds, Eric Mcc
received the 1st prize for artistic and cultural Audace issued by the Ministry of National Education and
the Ministry of Culture and Communication in partnership with the Culture & Diversity Foundation.
Gaetan Brun Picard interpreter (Paris-Berlin)
Choreographer-dancer crossing Tanz theater, concrete theater and street dance, he danced for Natalie
Pernette, Emmanuel Gat, Dominique Boivin, Das plateau. He took dance training with Denis Taffanel,
May-ling Bisogno and Stéphane Fratti, Peepin Tom, TRASH, NEUER TANZ and theater with Andrés Spinelli, Ernesto Berardino, Rafael Bianciotto.
Ana Pi interpreter (Paris)
A graduate of the School of Dance of the Federal University of Bahia (Brazil), in 2009/10 she studied
dance and image CCN Montpellier ex.erce training. Meanwhile, she developed her first project “Desloco
em Corpo e Imagens” supported by the Cultural Fund of the State of Bahia and the Ministry of Culture
Brazil. Ana experiences the vjing & film photography.
Ana has worked with Francis and Cecilia Bengolea Chaignaud for altered native ‘Say Yes To Another
Excess - Twerk, LOVE DUB and more recently with the dance conference - Tour World Urban Dances.
Performer with Annabel Guérédrat for WOMEN (Martinique - 2013), Pablo Bronstein for Intermezzo:
Two girls wear fashion garments on a palm tree (High Line, New York - 2013) and in 2014 - 1st April - Yves
Christmas Genod. Finally, she is a singer and pandeirista (traditional percussion instrument) of Santa
Teresa group.
Sophie Sakka robotics researcher (Nantes)
Researcher at the Institute of Communications Research and Cybernetics of Nantes (IRCCyN) based at the Ecole Centrale de
Nantes, specializing in humanoid robotics and human motion. After a PhD at Pierre & Marie Curie Paris 6, she worked for two years
in Japan to specialize in motion generation of humanoid robots. She was a visiting scholar at Italian Institute of Technology.
His research and his passion, focus on the imitation of human motion by a humanoid. They aim to support the movement of people
with disabilities through effective and safe robotic systems. In parallel, it operates robotic public outreach, especially through the
combination Robots!
Germ Celeste playwright (Paris)
is an architect, playwright, director and director of the contemporary theater collective Das Plateau.Depuis its inception, Das Plateau has made six more shows and performances combining theater and cinema. These projects have been presented including
France Culture, the National Theatre on the Hill, at the National Theater of Strasbourg at the National Dramatic Center of Gennevilliers, the Lieu Unique in Nantes, the Garonne Theatre in Toulouse under the Nomadic Nights Foundation Cartier, the Glass
Menagerie in Paris, Montevideo under the ActOral festival in Marseille.
As an architect, she worked in the agency Th1-Philippe Villien and taught for several years architectural theory at the National
School of Architecture of Paris-Belleville.Elle also develops training activities to performing arts teaching in different places (Paris-Sorbonne, La Manufacture de Lausanne, ENSATT in Lyon ...)
Pierre Gufflet multimedia artist & technician (Barcelona)
is sound designer, composer, percussionist, sound manager, consultant and designer of interactive digital entertainment systems
in live performances, contemporary art. Formed the sound at Rennes in 1999, it is the manager at IRCAM, and the Centre Pompidou in Paris until 2006.
On the phases of creation, it develops its own dedicated IT tools and electronic sound design in live performance, film and art
installations including Fresnoy National Studio of Contemporary Arts and the Palais de Tokyo. Designs, collaborations and / or
co-creations: Pierre Huygues, Visual System, Eric Minh Cuong Castaing / shonen, David Burrows, Atsunobu Kohira, Olga de Soto ...
Sebastien Lefevre lighting designer (Lyon)
From the visual arts, he created for dance (Coy Alexander N’posse Maryse Delente ...), the contemporary theater (C. Rangade,
Chalk theater), as part of concerts (Antony and the Johnsons in London) and facilities (Festival of Lights in Lyon in 2004 and 2009).
sebastienlefevre.over-blog.com
Naun composer (Paris)
Author singer-songwriter (vocal quintet Mana) to the cinema (Lullaby for Py Benoit Phillipon), choreography (Shonen, D 2 Kabal,
Bouziane Bouteldja, RVSIKA - Coy Mood) and vocal pedagogy (ARIAM Ile-de-France, Atla the school, Paris). He directs the contemporary music department at the conservatory in Chantenay-Malabry.
Alexandre Bouvier Sound designer (Paris)
is electro-acoustic composer with Gregory Simon of intercontemporain together and teacher at the Conservatoire de Paris regional influence. After studying computer-assisted composition, of electroacoustic, electronic and computer Alexandre Bouvier worked
with SHONEN cies, Jann Gallois, Melanie Perrier, Gaétan Brunn Picard, Mike Sens and Charles Way.

REVUE DE PRESSE
+ Critique d’Audrey Chazelle pour Mouvement : «Ecole du troisieme type»
http://www.mouvement.net/critiques/critiques/ecole-du-3eme-type
«...À l’intérieur de cette coexistence, la dualité subsiste, en balance entre le noir et le blanc, le
yin et le yang, insufflant une douce mélancolie au récit. Quand les enfants retirent la couche
obscure sur laquelle ils ont marché, couru, dansé, c’est pour ouvrir une nouvelle page de l’histoire, dépolluée, blanche. Les présences organiques ou artificielles s’incorporent dans l’image,
dans la lenteur du mouvement, la précision du geste. La danse se repense langage, en quête
d’une nouvelle codification. Par mimétisme, la mixité entre ses populations opère gracieusement. La figure de la pietà, et sa construction triangulaire, s’intègre au paysage comme un
lieu sacré, une aire intermédiaire entre passé, présent et futur. La violence et la mort ne sont
plus que des symboles de cet arrière-monde où l’existence était limitée. Les vestiges osseux et
capillaires, traces de notre civilisation, jonchent le sol. Le robot ferait-il figure du Salut ? ....»
+Critique par Géraldine Pigault pour le site Magmaa : «School of moon ou la possibilité d’un après»

http://www.magmaa.fr/2016/02/01/school-of-moon-ou-la-possibilite-dun-apres/
«...Porté par un travail sonore remarquable et un choeur éclaté d’enfants silencieux, la création
donnée dans le grand studio du Ballet National de Marseille révèle un monde intérieur entre
le songe et l’éveil, dont la grâce se situe entre l’éphémère et l’ancrage mémoriel. Devenir tel
un enfant, c’est là tout l’enjeu. La quête d’altérité entre humains et robots se pare de gestes
archaïques, de balanciers instinctifs et finalement universels. Diluant, touche par touche, les
nuances de ce lavis ancestral et sensible, Eric Minh Cuong Castaing restitue un univers mélancolique, empreint de candeur et de gravité...»
+++Extrait d’entretien d’Eric Minh Cuong Castaing dans la revue Mouvement :
http://mouvement.net/teteatete/entretiens/danse-avec-les-robots
-..Votre équipe de création aujourd’hui intègre autant les scientifiques que les artistes ?
« Dans l’idée de travailler avec des robots je suis allé à des colloques sur la robotique, j’ai rencontré des « roboteurs » très différents. Il y a eu deux rencontres particulièrement intéressantes pour
moi, celles de Thomas Peyruse et de Sophie Sakka. C’est avec cette dernière que l’on a réalisé
notre première recherche avec les Nao. C’est là que j’ai commencé à réfléchir à cette communauté post-humaine. Thomas Peyruse est un roboticien indépendant, il est aussi mime-clown.
Etonnant. Il avait donc déjà une grande appréhension de la scène. Et je peux dire que vraiment
s’il y a plus geek (j’entends passionné) que les artistes, ce sont les scientifiques !
-Était-ce évident de travailler ensemble ?
« J’ai appelé certaines personnes qui ne comprenaient pas du tout l’utilité de la recherche esthétique, et j’ai finalement rencontré Jean-Paul Laumond, directeur de recherche au CNRS-LAAS de
Toulouse, avec Olivier Stasse. C’est avec eux que nous travaillons sur le HRP2, un robot de taille
adulte avec lequel on souhaiterait chorégraphier une séquence très précise de danse contact
homme-machine. Et là il y a un véritable ping-pong entre les chercheurs et nous. Il y a un très
gros verrou scientifique sur la question du contact. Ce travail sur la relation entre le corps mou
du danseur qui doit gérer sa dureté, son maintien, sa pression, son poids et le robot c’est une première pour la science et pour la danse !
-Il y a donc bien une réciprocité d’intérêts pour les collaborations arts/sciences ?
« Les danseurs avec lesquels j’ai travaillé ont réussi à faire des choses avec les robots que les
scientifiques en deux ans de recherche n’avaient pas encore pu faire. On a travaillé sur le relâché
du corps du robot et on a même réussi à le faire ramper, la communauté scientifique n’avait jamais réussi. On avance donc ensemble !»

lil’dragon

creation Modul-dance 2013

Combining digital arts, urban and traditional dances, lil’dragon probe a trigeneration world fusion: a
disorder experience transmission.
On stage, a former star of the Royal Ballet of Cambodia who fled the Khmer dictatorship red and dancer
KRUMP embody two vital powers, two ways of being women and two forms of struggle, struggling with
an unexpected offspring.
In the game, a swarm of children: siblings, a pack, a humanity that become such a big sponge and visceral
body ingests and transforms the energies of the signs and seniors. This shock new born images, icons corrupted. Many mental projections that affect the body in a delicate choreography embodied by the digital
device (archive video, pixel art, robotics ...).
SHONEN production with the Choreographic Development Centre of Toulouse, the collective Essonne
Dance Center of Enghien-les-Bains Arts, Artists Initiatives in Urban Dances (Fondation de France, Parc
de La Villette with the support of the Caisse des Depots et Consignations and ACSE). With the help of
the model DICREAM - CNC and assistance at the residence of Micadanses and support of the Atelier de
Paris-Carolyn Carlson. This project received the award SCAM “draft digital dream” help “Children and
Culture” of the Fondation de France and the support of the Office Formart.
Eric Minh Cuong Castaing artist is associated with Essonne festival Dance 2013.
Shonen is selected in the 2013-2015 program of the European Modul-dance choreography network
(EDN).
Diffusion 2011/2014: Cdc Toulouse, Tanzquartier Vienna, Cda Enghien-Les-Bains Arts, Kino Siska in Lujbjana, National Scene Evry, Theatre Bligny, Artdanthé Festival, The Toboggan Decines ...
+ Video sample: http://vimeo.com/cieshonen/lildragon2013

KAIJU

creation 2011

literally “strange beast” or “mysterious beast” is a Japanese term for giant monsters of Japanese films.
In an augmented reality device, a hip hop dancer, a graphic designer and a cartoon artist trying to
manipulate the images that haunt us today, that transform us.
Kaiju raises the question of eternal childhood: In the company’s entertainment and hyper-news,
what be monstrous ego and unresolved grows in us?
Shonen production in co-production with the NAC La Rochelle, Initiatives in Urban Dance Artists (Fondation de France, Parc de La Villette with the support of the Caisse des Depots et Consignations and
ACSE), CCN de Créteil, [Ars] numerica, European Centre for digital creation in Montbeliard, Le Cube
- Centre for digital creation in Issy-les-Moulineaux, the Theatre de L ‘Archipel - Scene agreement with
Perpignan.
With the aid choreography DRAC Ile de France, the device for multimedia artistic creation (DICREAM)
- National Centre for Cinema and the moving image, using the model and production and help ADAMI
and SPEDIDAM.
Kaiju received at the Dancing price / new technology Franco -Québécois Office of Youth in the international competition of the festival Bains Digital in June 2010 and Lagardère 2010 Digital scholarship.
Diffusion 2011/2013: Ccn of Rochelle, CND Pantin Hellerauer of Dresdes (Germany), the Cube, Cda
d’Enghien-les-Bains, Centquatre - festival Temps images, national theatrer Cavaillon, TAP national
theater on Poitiers - A festival A’ corps, Theatre de l’archipel at Perpignan.
+ Preview video: http://vimeo.com/76712730

2014-2017
Phoenix - Création 2017

with french institut de Beirut
Spatial exploring choreography the volume of the scene, Phœnix gathers four
ground dancers and air avatars in the shady
presence: robotics drones, which evoke
as well the radio-controlled planes of our
childhood as the murderous machines of
our current wars.
+Info & vidéo : http://shonen.info/phenix-2015

Kid birds - installation digital arts
co-realised avec David Daurier

In total darkness, a holographic installation
videoprojet children’s bodies which dance
Beach Birds de Merce Cunningham and explode in particles of light.
A first entitled short film Kid birds for will be
on drugs was creates using the technology
motion captures Rgbdtoolkit and received
the 1st price of the artistic and cultural
Boldness awarded by the Ministry of Education, the culture and the communication.
+Infos & vidéo : http://shonen.info/kid-birds

+Résidence - mission 2013-2016 with
les Rencontres chorégraphiques internationales de Seine-Saint-Denis

+performance Aurora - Collaboration
about Alessandro Scarrioni’s piece

L’AGE D’OR

Cycle of works about augmented / disabled body
Movie, installation & performance
In spring, 2016, the choreographer Eric Minh Cuong
Castaing lead 50 hours of workshops crossing dance
and the technology of the virtual helmets with groups
disabled children affected by mental and driving disorders. The latter take place within the institute specialized Thys in association with the festival of Marseille,
the national Ballet of Marseille and Klap.
During this first phase of research, Eric MCC invited
various artists of the field of the live performance (Silvia Costa, Aloun Marchal, Gaétan Brun Picard) as well
as a researcher engineer Thomas Peyruse and a journalist theorist in plastic arts, Marine Relinger.
Finally, a plastics technician video director, Marc Da
Cunha Lopes, filmed the working process. This interdisciplinary collaborative work give rise to the realization of a medium-length film, between documentary
and fiction, for the end of 2017.
/ perspectives
In a cross-functional and migratory spirit of competition making a reference to the concept of « total work
of art «, appeared to the XIXth century, this project
could come in a series of works, embracing and questioning diverse artistic fields.
A research previously led by Shonen, within the
framework of the previous project Kid Birds (with
children firstly immigrants around the choreography
of «Beach Birds» of Merce Cunningham), whose movement the process literally of image / was a chain of
the creation of a court - measurement, of a performance and an installation of digital arts.
// Internal world
Showing a particular «porosity» in the outer stimuli, the children question our perception in the face of
their sensitive intensity. Like bodies endowed with
infinitely multiplied sensory sensors, they evoke an
internal world in permanent chaotic movement, an
indefinite relief saturated by colors, territories in the
forms and in the unstable borders populated with

hybrid but plausible beings (in the sense of author
Montaigne, which placed this notion higher than the
concept of «truth»).
The spectres of Other one and the Same fundamental
pull the representation and these children, like artists
crude oil(gross salary), sign favorably for us the end of
a world for the sharp and definitive contours.
/// The virtual Oculus
The handicaped children carrying virtual oculus will be
stimulated by a flow of images which will be «sent» to
them by one will be on drugs reach by dancers at eye
level.
The children will thus see by means of the virtual
helmets what the dancers will see, introducing a « cycle of the look « associating the dancers, the children
and the public.
So, the dancers -avatars-will wish to represent their
world in movement to the children. The latter, bodies
translators, will interpret their video point of view,
trying to let perceive their felt on the surface of their
body.
Together, these bodies in movement of the children
will form a new physical landscape choreographed by
the images sent by the dancers.
This landscape, eminently empathic, is a shared and
multiple mental landscape. The spectator doubtless
will imagine what the children «submitted» to this voluntary and literally eccentric experience (thus in full
discharge) feel, what they see, and will formulate his
personal representation of their needs and felt.
At first sight, dualities - virtuosity / disabled person,
imagination / physical appearance - will appear frontally, like a therapeutic experimental process stemming from a science fiction novel. Then they will become
blurred to compose other finer and more sensitive relations, involving the notions of reality and virtuality,
shape and interiority, representation and perception.

Research documentary-fiction movie: L’ Âge d’or
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